The most common method of word embedding is to learn word vector representations from context information of large-scale text. However, Chinese words usually consist of characters, subcharacters, and strokes, and each part contains rich semantic information. The quality of Chinese word vectors is related to the accuracy of prediction. Therefore, to obtain high-quality Chinese character embedding, we propose a continuously enhanced word embedding model. The model starts with fine-grained strokes and adjacent stroke information and enhances subcharacter embedding by combining the relationship vector representation between strokes. Similarly, we combine the subcharacter relationship vector and the character relationship vector to learn Chinese word embedding based on the enhanced subcharacter embedding. We construct the underlying stroke n-grams and adjacent stroke n-grams and extract the relationship vector used to enhance the relationship between the components, which can be used to learn Chinese word embedding and improve the accuracy. Finally, we evaluate our model on the word similarity calculations and word reasoning tasks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Word embedding, also known as distributed word representation, treats words as basic primitives at the onset and maps each word into a continuous vector space to obtain a realvalued low-dimensional vector representation of the word. Compared with the traditional one-hot word representation, word embedding makes it easier to capture the semantic connections and syntactic structures between natural language words. Therefore, it is very necessary to learn word embedding and improve the quality of word embedding from the contextual text information of a large number of corpora.
It has become an important method to treat words as basic units and map words into continuous vector space to learn word embedding. The learned word vector can represent rich word feature information from multiple angles. It not only embodies the distance information of words and words in the word vector space but also contains rich The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Paul Yoo . semantic information. The word vector representation as an input feature of a language model has a wide range of applications in natural language processing tasks [1] - [3] , such as sentiment analysis [4] , named entity recognition [5] , named entity disambiguation [6] , [7] , machine translation [8] - [10] , text classification [11] - [13] , and text semantic similarity analysis [14] .
The traditional method of word vector representation performs one-hot encoding of a word, representing the word as a lexical-size vector with only one nonzero item of one [15] . However, this method can cause dimensional disasters and cannot reflect the correlation between words. To make better use of statistical information, a word vector representation method based on the co-occurrence matrix and a singular value decomposition (SVD) method based on the cooccurrence matrix are proposed [16] , [17] , but there are still problems of matrix sparseness and high dimension. To incorporate semantic information into word vectors, Mikolov et al. proposed methods for obtaining distributed word vectors based on language models, such as the skip-gram model and VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ the continuous bag-of words (CBOW) model [18] . At the same time, it solves the problem of overdimension and speeds up the training time of the model [19] . To use both statistical information and local context information, Pennington et al. proposed the Global Vectors (GloVe) model [20] , which can capture global statistics well. The method of the vector representation of things and subsequently using them as network input features not only applies in the language model but also plays an important role in the prediction tasks of network nodes and edges. For example, the ''deep walking'' [21] algorithm can map real social relationship representations to vector space and rerender sentences through random walks to complete some NLP tasks. To solve the incalculable problem caused by millions of actual network nodes, Tang et al. [22] proposed a network called ''line'', which can realize the mapping of network nodes to low-dimensional vector space. In addition, there are multiple connections in the network, and node2vec [23] defines a flexible representation of the neighborhood of the node network to capture multiple characteristics of the node. Moreover, it also highlights a feature representation of the edges that exist between nodes for edge prediction tasks.
In the past, word embedding methods usually used English words as the smallest processing unit, and Mikolov et al. confirmed the importance of word vectors in writing systems such as English. In addition, word embedding has a wide range of applications in Chinese. English words contain different roots, unlike English, Chinese words may consist of one or more characters [24] , and each character contains rich semantic information. For example, the word '' ''(eyes) consists of two characters: '' ''(eye) and '' ''(eye). According to the characteristics of the rich semantic information contained in Chinese words and Chinese characters, Chen et al. proposed a method of joint learning by learning character embedding to improve the quality of word embedding [25] . Furthermore, the characters that make up a word are often composed of radicals and other subparts, and these components also contain a large amount of semantic information. For example, '' ''(fishing) consists of two characters: '' ''(hit) and '' ''(fish). The radical of '' ''(hit) is '' ''(handle), the radical of '' ''(fishing) is '' ''(water), and the subcharacter is '' ''(fish). Thus, the semantic information of '' ''(fishing) can be linked through '' ''(hit), '' ''(fishing), '' ''(hit), '' ''(water) and '' ''(fish). Cao et al. used stroke-level information of characters to construct a stroke n-grams to capture the structure and semantic information of the word [26] . We found that stroke information is not fully used to learn Chinese word vectors. This paper proposes a method based on stroke and adjacent stroke vector representation to capture the relationship between strokes and adjacent strokes, combined with subcharacter embedding and character embedding to achieve continuous enhancement of word embedding. Automatic feature learning makes it easy to learn stroke vectors. The problem thus decomposes to determining the extraction of the relationship information between the strokes from the stroke vector to improve the quality of the word embedding. For example, in the same character, if the two strokes given are closer to the actual writing order, then the closer they are mapped to the position in the vector space facilitates using a relation vector to represent the relationship between the strokes. Therefore, the underlying stroke vectors and relation vectors that we obtain contain rich semantic information that can be used to learn word embedding.
Inspired by the stroke n-grams used by Cao et al., we add the basic categories of Chinese strokes, build more complete stroke n-grams, and introduce adjacent stoke n-grams. We perform one-hot encoding on the split strokes, and each stroke is determined by a unique vector. However, this onehot word representation causes the dimension of a single stroke vector to be too high, and the computational complexity is high. Based on the skip-gram model, we used a method of inputting a vector represented by one-hot words into a three-layer neural network and used the weight matrix obtained by the intermediate hidden layer as a vector representation of the stroke. The advantage of using a stroke vector representation is that it captures the relationship between strokes through the basic operations of the vector to better predict the next stroke. Then, according to the learned stroke relationship information combined with stroke embedding to enhance subcharacter embedding and character embedding, joint learning of Chinese word embedding is finally realized.
In general, our paper makes the following contributions: (1) . We further increase the number of basic strokes that can be used, construct strokes and adjacent stroke n-gram, and capture the relationship between strokes through the basic operations of stroke vectors and adjacent stroke vectors. (2) . We construct a new model and propose relationship information, character embedding, subcharacter embedding and stroke embedding between joint strokes to continuously enhance Chinese character embedding.
II. RELATED WORK
The method of constructing the n-gram model has achieved good results in natural language processing, and scholars have continuously improved it. For example, the distribution of learning words represents the probability statistics of word sequences in order to effectively solve spatial disaster problems, thereby more context participates in model training. Moreover, using the language model probability estimates in adjacent spaces can handle billions of texts [1] . Collobert et al. [5] proposed a unified neural network learning model and structural system and used this network structure to construct a system with low computational complexity and superior performance for freely obtaining markers. Word embedding is one of the important breakthroughs in natural language processing. It mainly maps words into vector space and performs word vector representation. For example, one-hot coding of a word, an embedded layer, and a neural network model are combined to learn word embedding [27] . The CBOW model and the skip-gram model use local context to train the word vector and adjust the parameters of the language model by backpropagation [8] . In contrast to the local context window approach, Pennington et al. proposed the GloVe model [20] , which uses statistical information to train only nonzero elements of the word-word covariance matrix and predict word co-occurrence probabilities to learn word vectors [8] , [17] , [28] .
Similar to English roots, Chinese words are mostly composed of multiple characters, and the characters contain a wealth of semantic information. Chen et al. proposed the CWE model to enhance Chinese word embedding by learning Chinese character embedding [25] . Yin et al. proposed the MGE model, which fully utilized the internal information implied by characters and radicals, and confirmed the superiority of the model in the word similarity calculation and word reasoning tasks [29] . Cao et al. proposed using stroke-level information of Chinese characters to learn word embedding [26] .
Wang et al. proposed learning word embedding from unmarked text and can be easily applied to various marking tasks [34] . Deep recurrent neural networks can also be modeled directly to generate a probability distribution for a given word [35] . Ding et al. proposed using the bidirectional long short-term memory (BLSTM) recurrent network and learned embedding features to directly predict prosodic boundary labels from Chinese characters [36] .However, they only learn word embedding at the level of words and ignore the rich semantic information inside the words [32] .
We propose to introduce more basic stroke categories in the process of learning word embedding to capture the relationship information between strokes. We achieve enhanced subcharacter embedding by segmenting characters to obtain strokes and adjacent strokes. Character embedding is thus learned on the basis of subcharacter embedding, finally achieving the purpose of enhancing Chinese word embedding.
III. METHOD A. STROKES AND ADJACENT STROKES N-GRAM
In English, words are usually considered to be the smallest basic unit. In contrast, Chinese words contain a wealth of internal information. Chinese words are usually composed of Chinese characters, and Chinese word embedding can be enhanced by learning character embedding [30] , [31] . Furthermore, Chinese characters can be composed of subcharacters and finer-grained strokes. Therefore, we can improve the quality of word embedding by learning subcharacter embedding and stroke embedding [26] , [29] . Naturally, strokes can be regarded as the basic unit for learning Chinese word embedding.
Cao et al. proposed the cw2vec model to generate the stroke n-gram. However, the stroke n-grams that they create by extracting the basic strokes do not contain enough stroke information because they only use 5 basic strokes. As shown in Figure 1 , in order to fully extract the semantic information of strokes to enhance Chinese word embedding, we extend the types of basic strokes to 34. We set a unique index for each stroke to construct a more efficient stroke ngram and use the stroke information to generate a Chinese vector representation. At the same time, we also propose the concept of adjacent strokes and construct adjacent stroke n-grams to learn adjacent strokes. It is used together with stroke embedding to extract information about the relationship between strokes. The relationship information between the extracted strokes is then used to learn Chinese word embedding.
When we create stroke n-grams and adjacent stroke ngrams and map Chinese words to the continuous vector space, we use simple methods to split characters and obtain basic Chinese strokes and adjacent strokes. First, whether we are addressing composed words or noncomposed words, we divide Chinese words into individual characters. Then, for the constituent characters, we first divide them into subcharacters and finally break them down into strokes. For noncomposed characters, we split them directly into strokes. In this way, we have a hierarchy of words, characters, subcharacters, and strokes. Chinese words can be re-represented at any level. For example, Chinese words can be represented by the lowest level of strokes or by the upper layer of characters. When the word is represented by a stroke, each basic stroke has an index. We retrieve the stroke sequence and store the index sequence for subsequent construction of the stroke n-gram and the adjacent stroke n-gram. In this way, we obtain the stroke representation of the character. To obtain the relationship between the strokes, we have carried out the modeling of the adjacent strokes. We artificially control the process of character splitting. We only consider adjacent strokes if the following conditions are met. Each time we divide a stroke, we skip the division of the next stroke to ensure the integrity of the adjacent strokes. In this way, we obtain adjacent strokes. We have one-hot encoding of the adjacent strokes we obtained. Finally, the sliding window is set to create the stroke n-gram and adjacent stroke n-gram. So far, we have obtained five parts composed of words, characters, subcharacters, adjacent strokes and strokes.
B. CONTINUOUS ENHANCED EMBEDDING
In this section, we introduce a continuous enhancement embedding model that enhances subcharacter embedding, character embedding, and word embedding. This is reflected in the fact that the vector representation of each step uses the enhanced vector representation joint training to achieve the purpose of continuously enhancing Chinese word embedding.
1) INITIAL PARTIAL EMBEDDING
The Chinese words, Chinese characters, subcharacters, adjacent strokes, and strokes we define are as follows. The Chinese word set is represented by D = {w 1 , w 2 , · · ·, w N −1 , w N }, and w i is used to represent each Chinese word vector. The Chinese character set is represented by C = {c 1 , c 2 , · · ·, c N −1 , c N }, and c i is used to represent each Chinese character vector. The subcharacter set is represented by Sub = {sub 1 , sub 2 , · · ·, sub N −1 , sub N }, and each subcharacter vector is represented by sub i . The adjacent stroke set is represented by S = s 1 , s 2 , · · ·, s N −1 , s N , and each adjacent stroke vector is represented by s i . The stroke set is represented by S = {s 1 , s 2 , · · ·, s N −1 , s N }, and s i is used to represent each stroke vector. The con-struction process of strokes and adjacent stroke sets is shown in Figure 2 . The generation process of subcharacters, characters, and word sets is similar to the above. We use part of the word to represent any of the above collection categories.
As shown in Figure 3 , we first learned the original vector representation of Chinese words, Chinese characters, subcharacters, adjacent strokes, and strokes. They are not used to predict the surrounding parts but are used as a basis for enhancing word embedding. The objective function represented by the learning part of the basic vector maximizes the average log probability as follows:
where h i1 , h i2 , h i3 , h i4 and h i5 represent the five parts of strokes, adjacent strokes, subcharacters, Chinese characters and Chinese words, respectively. T is the size of the context window for each part. Similar to the method Mikolov used in the skip-gram model, we use the softmax function to define the conditional probability function based on the current partial prediction output part:
where v h i k is the input vector representation of the current part, v h i k is the vector representation of the output part, and I is the number of parts in the corpus. To reduce the amount of calculation, we also adopted a negative sampling optimization strategy. Considering the size of each partial data set of h i1 − h i5 above, we finally set up five negative samples for each positive example.
In this part, the method we use to learn the part of vector representation is different from the existing method of joint learning Chinese word embedding, which uses a joint learning approach when learning word embedding. However, we first learn part of the embedding separately as the basis for enhanced word embedding. Then, the vector representation of each part is enhanced, and the learned new partial embedding is finally used to gradually learn the word vector.
2) ENHANCEMENT SUB-CHARACTER EMBEDDING
To enhance Chinese word embedding, we first implement enhanced subcharacter embedding. We extracted the information named the relationship vector from the stroke vector and the adjacent stroke vector.
where r i 1 is the relation vector representation between two strokes, s i is the vector representation of the adjacent stroke, s i is the vector representation of the previous stroke s i that constitutes the adjacent stroke, and s i+1 is the vector representation of the subsequent stroke s i+1 that constitutes the adjacent stroke. We define the objective function for obtaining the best stroke vector relationship r i as follows:
arg max Sim s i , r i 1
Sim() is a cosine similarity function for calculating the distance between the stroke relationship vector r i 1 and the current adjacent stroke s i . Because the stroke relationship is inherently implied in adjacent strokes, when traversing the set for training, the above formula takes the maximum value. Accordingly, we can find the best stroke relationship that matches the current adjacent stroke, that is, the optimal relationship vector between the two strokes.
In the process of enhancing subcharacter embedding, we use the method of joint stroke, stroke relationship and subcharacter to learn subcharacter embedding to achieve the effect of continuously enhanced word embedding from bottom to top. Given the training subcharacter Sub, the objective function of the subcharacter embedding is the maximum log conditional probability as shown below:
where h i 3 is an enhanced subcharacter embedding composed of subcharacter embedding, stroke embedding, and stroke relationship embedding. We use the softmax function to define the conditional probability p (sub i | h i3 :
where sub i is the subcharacter vector representation. The subcharacter vectors learned jointly are as follows:
Nsub j and Ns j are the number of subcharacters in the window and the number of strokes constituting the subcharacter, respectively. We set the subcharacter vector and the stroke vector to have the same dimensions in order to achieve the addition operation. In this way, a subcharacter embedding with higher quality is obtained. Next, we use it to obtain highquality character embedding and Chinese word embedding.
3) ENHANCE CHINESE CHARACTER EMBEDDING
Similarly, to enhance the embedding of Chinese characters, we first obtain the relationship of the subcharacter components that make up the characters. (8) where r i 3 is the relation vector representation between the subcharacter components and is still constrained by the cosine similarity function. sub i ∈ c i . Because characters usually consist of multiple subcharacters. The character vectors and subcharacter vectors used to obtain the subcharacter component relationships in this section are the basis vectors obtained in Section 3.2.1, since our original purpose was to start with the original vector representation. Next, we only give the formula for learning Chinese character embedding using subcharacters, subcharacter relationship vectors, and character embedding. The way to obtain the subcharacter component relationship and the objective function for enhancing Chinese character embedding are similar to the form of 3.2.2. Below, we give a vector representation of the joint learning Chinese character embedding:
h i4 is a vector representation of enhanced Chinese character embedding. Here, the subcharacter vector h i3 is the previously obtained subcharacter embedding after enhancement and is used to enhance Chinese character embedding. When obtaining the character embedding, we must consider not only the character itself but also the training process of the subcharacter. Therefore, the objective function for learning Chinese character embedding is designed to maximize the For the final objective function of learning Chinese characters, we use the learned enhanced subcharacter embedding and Chinese character embedding joint learning to further improve the performance of the model.
4) ENHANCE CHINESE WORD EMBEDDING
In this section, we use the enhanced Chinese character embedding obtained in Section 3.2.3 to jointly learn Chinese word embedding. First, we first obtain the relationship between characters. (11) where r i 4 is a relation vector representation between the characters constituting the Chinese word. The formula for combining the words, characters, and characters embedded in the Chinese word vector is as follows:
h i5 is a vector representation of enhanced Chinese word embedding, which is based on the enhanced Chinese character embedding learned in conjunction with the above. In learning Chinese word embedding, we still use joint learning to construct the objective function, which considers the factors of subcharacter learning and character learning. (13) Our method does not need to add the radical or subcharacter information of the target word when expressing the Chinese word embedding. We simply add the relationship between the components to achieve good results. Of course, to reduce the amount of computation and speed up the training of the model, we use an optimization strategy of stochastic gradient descent and negative sampling.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we describe our experimental data and experimental setup and evaluate them on word similarity tasks and word analogy inference tasks.
A. EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND SETTINGS
We use Chinese Wikipedia Dump as training data to learn Chinese word embedding. In the data preprocessing phase, we use the PKUSEG Chinese word segmentation tool to segment the selected data set. The PKUSEG participle is more accurate than the THULAC and stuttering participle tools. We removed the pure number and non-Chinese characters. To further remove the noise data, we also removed words that appeared less than 5 times throughout the corpus.
We obtain characters, subcharacters, and stroke information in an online Chinese dictionary. Finally, we obtain a data set containing 70,536,182 words, of which a total of 235,062 are unique words, and a total of 8042 are unique characters. Not only that, we also quoted the printed Chinese dataset (Chinese Gigaword, LDC2003T09) used by Su et al. in the paper [32] , which comes from the Central News Agency Daily. This data set containing 52,309,638 segmented words, 6237 unique characters will be used for word reasoning to evaluate our approach to learning Chinese word vectors. Regarding whether the word is a constituent word, Chen et al. use manual annotation to determine whether the word can be decomposed. To avoid the time-consuming problem caused by manual labeling, the MGE model uses the THULAC to automatically mark the Chinese. We use a compromise approach to divide the training corpus into two parts, one using manual labeling and the other using the THURAC tool to automatically identify the effects of manual labeling. In addition, for nonseparable words, we do not consider subcharacters and character embedding, only considering stroke embedding and word embedding factors. We used CBOW, skip-grams, GloVe, CWE, MGE, JWE, and cw2vec as benchmark models to compare our experimental results. In CWE and MGE, we also considered a variant model that added location information.
We uniformly set the word, character, subcharacter, adjacent stroke, stroke and component relationship vector dimension to 200, the context window to 5, and the initial learning rate to 0.025. In the negative sampling process, we set the negative sample number k to 5 to participate in the optimization. In order to adapt to the size of the above training set and to calculate a large number of texts faster, our next experiments on word similarity and word analogy were deployed on the 64-bit Ubuntu 18.04 operating system with NVIDIA Tesla 32GB V100 GPU, NVIDIA Driver 410.78 and CUDA 10.0.
B. BASELINE ALGORITHMS
To evaluate the performance of our model, we have listed the following basic methods for comparison with our method.
(1) word2vec [18] , [19] (6) cw2vec [26] is a model that captures more semantic information through strokes and learns Chinese word vectors.
C. WORD SIMILARITY COMPUTATION
In this task, each model needs to evaluate the quality of the learned word embedding by computing the semantic similarity of a given pair of words. In this paper, we selected two Chinese similarity data sets, WordSim-240 and WordSim-296, which Chen et al. used to complete the above task evaluation. However, we randomly added and deleted some words, and the total number remained the same. There are 240 pairs and 296 pairs of Chinese words in the WordSim-240 and WordSim-296 data sets, respectively, which also include artificially given scores for the similarity of word pairs. Among them, there are 2 pairs of words in the WordSim-240 data set that are not in the training corpus. There are 5 pairs of words in the WordSim-296 data set that are not in the training corpus. We deleted the pair of words that did not appear and finally obtained two data sets including 238 pairs and 291 pairs of words. We calculate the score given by the artificial and the Spearman correlation of the embedded score given by the model. We use the cosine similarity between two word vectors to represent the embedding score obtained by the model. The results are shown in Table 1 .
From the results, we can see that the CWE, MGE and JWE models perform better on the word similarity task than the first three benchmark models, and our model is the best compared to the above model. The CWE model considers the use of character embedding to improve the quality of word embedding, and MWE and JWE improve the quality of word embedding from a smaller character granularity. Our model is based on the cw2word model, starting with stroke embedding and implementing continuously enhanced word embedding. Each partial embedding can be enhanced by the embedding from the previous part.
However, the JWE model does not always handle words that contain the same characters. For word pairs with the same kind of characters, the JWE model may make mistakes in word correlation analysis. For example, the words '' ''(partner) and '' ''(meal) have the same character '' ''(partner) and the same radical '' ''(people), and the previous models mistakenly believe that they have similar semantics. Regarding this issue, our model has clearly improved. Because of the underlying stroke embedding and character embedding, our model considers stroke relationships and character relationships.
In addition, we have taken an extreme approach. We constructed a Wordsim-358 dataset by selecting 358 words on Chinese Wikipedia Dump. The words in this data set have not appeared in the training corpus. We found that the results in the CBOW, Skip-Gram and Glove models are not ideal because they only consider Chinese word vectors. However, CWE, CWE+P, MGE, MGE+P and JWE models more or less consider Chinese words are composed of strokes, subcharacters and characters, even if these words do not appear in the corpus, Chinese word vectors can also be Component information is built. Compared with the previous methods, we not only consider the characteristics of Chinese word composition, but also extract the relationship vector between each component, which plays an important role in constructing Chinese word vector.
From the results, our model also has good adaptability and stability for pairs of words that do not appear. This is also because we consider the relationship vector between characters, so even if the same kind of characters appear, the relationship vector will constrain the prediction. Compared to the cw2word stroke-level model, our model is better because we introduce more basic stroke information and use stroke-level information as a basis to enhance subcharacter embedding, finally achieving the effect of continuous enhanced word embedding.
D. ANALOGICAL REASONING
This task is to evaluate the efficiency of the learned words embedded in the capture language rules. We used a data set containing three different sets of words. This Chinese data set contains 677 groups of cities, 174 groups and 273 ''family'' words. Of course, we also built the same number of Capital, State, and home test sets using the printed Chinese dataset. Our assessment method uses a method similar to the following: '' (Paris): (France) (Beijing): (China)'', i.e., '' (Beijing) (Paris) − (France) + (China)''. More generally, we express '' (Paris) − (France) + (China)'' as the unknown vector x, and '' (Beijing)'' as the vector ''vec ( )''. We compare our model to the baseline model. In general, our model works better than the benchmark model because our model introduces the relationship vector between partial embeddings while the training words are embedded. For example, the language rules between '' ''(Paris) and '' ''(France) are captured by the relationship vector and used in the word reasoning task, which significantly improves the accuracy.
The results are shown in Table 3 . Our model works not only on words and characters that can be split according to general rules, such as '' ''(soccer), but also on indivisible words and characters, such as '' ''(Islamabad), because almost all word embedding and character embedding can be enhanced directly by stroke embedding, which is in line with the model we designed. The bottom layer of our model is the constructed n-gram of strokes.
Finally, we did a word inference experiment on the print dataset and compared it with the RNN-Skipgram and RNN-Glove methods. As shown in Table 2 , our results are still better than the first two methods. RNN-Skipgram and RNN-Glove only learn to embed word embedding from words. Our method starts with the underlying strokes, learns word embedding through sub-characters and characters, and contains more semantic information.
E. CASE STUDY
In addition to the specific task analysis, it is interesting to observe the relationships within word embedding by combining strokes, relationship vectors, subcharacters, characters, and Chinese word embedding.
We evaluated the semantic relationship between each word, subcharacters and characters, and subcharacters and words. The semantic similarity of any two embeddings is calculated using the cosine similarity function. Take the word ''
''(poetry) as an example. Table 4 shows the words that are closest to the semantics of ''Poetry''. Our model is compared to the JWE and CBOW models. The results show that 1) implicit internal information is captured by the introduction of fine-grained stroke embedding. Extracting the relation vector and continuously enhancing the word embedding from the bottom up makes it easier for our model to capture the semantic connection between words. The top layer in the table is the word that the model gives as the closest concept to the semantics of the input word '' ''(poetry). The words predicted by our model are '' ''(Book of Songs) and '' ''(Poetry). The words predicted by the JWE model are '' ''(verses) and '' ''(poems). The JWE model considers the structure and semantics between subcharacters, characters, and words, but it is clear that the results of our model predictions are more similar to the term '' (poetry)''. In addition, the words given by the CBOW model closest to '' ''(poetry) are '' ''(poet) and '' ''(poetry). '' ''(poetry) and '' (poet)'' have the same character '' ''(poetry), but the semantics of the two are not very close. 2) Overall, our model is better than JWE. There are also '' ''(Tang Dynasty) and '' ''(free-and-easy) in the prediction words of the JWE model. Our model reinforces the connection between embeddings, so the second layer of predictive words given by our model is '' ''(ancient poetry) and '' ''(poetry), which are more related to '' ''(poetry). We further take the subcharacter '' ''(illness) as an example and list the characters and words that are closest to '' (illness)''. The results are shown in Table 5 . In the closest character, our model obtains the predicted characters '' ''(disease) and '' ''(illness). At the same time, the character '' ''(disease) is also given. Because in the vector space, '' ''(illness) and '' ''(disease) are close, and '' ''(disease) and '' ''(illness) have similar semantics, our model can capture this relationship.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we extract the relationship between strokes by constructing the stroke n-gram and adjacent stroke n-gram and use it to jointly learn subcharacter embedding. Then, we apply a similar method in character and word embedding to propose a model of continuously enhanced word embedding. Experiments show that our model is slightly better than the previous method in the word similarity calculation and the word reasoning task. The results also show that the relationship between strokes, characters and words can be extracted separately for the study of word vectors.
Our future work is roughly divided into two directions. First, the words used in this article are combined words. In the next step, we will consider words that are not combined.
Second, based on the similarity of words, the semantic similarity between more complex sentences and documents will be studied.
